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ABSTRACT 

The fffst three-lane semi-motorway stretch in Finland was opened on main road 4 between 
 Järvenpää  and  Mäntsälä  in 1991. The next one was opened between Lahti and  Heinola  in 

1993. The first wide-lane semi-motorways were opened in Northern Finland on main road 4 
between Asemakylä and Räinänperä in 1993 and in Southern Finland on main road 12 
between Lahti and  Uusikylä  in 1995. Comprehensive follow-up studies have been made to 
examine traffic flow characteristics and driver behaviour on the new road types. 

The width of the three-lane semi-motorways was 13 m and the length was 20-26 km. There 
were 9 passing lanes between  Järvenpää  and  Mäntsälä  and 14 between Lahti and  Heinola. 

 Between  Järvenpää  and  Mäntsälä,  the cross-section of the semi-motorway in the interchange 
areas was with two lanes and wide shoulders. Between Lahti and  Heinola  there were passing 
lanes also in the interchange areas. The average annual daily traffic was 13,200 vehicles/day 
between  Järvenpää  and  Mäntsälä  in the study year 1992, and the amount of 10,600 
vehicles/day was observed between Lahti and  Heinola  in the study year 1994. 

The width of the wide-lane semi-motorway was 12.5 m between Asemakylä and Räinänperä 
and 13.0 m between Lahti and  Uusikylä.  The widths of the traffic lanes were 5.25 m and 5.50 
m, respectively. The lengths of the test roads were 6 and 20 km. The average annual daily 
traffic was 5,400 vehicles/day between Asemakylä and Räinänperä in the study year 1993 and 
10,000 vehicles/day between Lahti and  Nastola  in the study year 1996. 

Both road types were compared to a traditional wide-shoulder semi-motorway. The number of 
overtakings on these new road types were remarkably higher (20-100 %) than on the former 
two-lane semi-motorway. The overall average travel speeds were higher (1—S km), the overall 
platooning and the mean platoon lengths both decreased. According to traffic flow 
characteristics and driver behavior studies, the test roads seemed to work well. 

According to interviews, both road types were quite popular. About 80 % of the interviewees 
preferred the new roads to an ordinary semi-motorway. The police has also been satisfied 
with the new road types. Driving habits on the new roads developed surprisingly quickly. 

Conclusions about which road is better cannot be drawn according to these studies. On the 
three-lane road the passing lanes enable overtaking maneuvers without restriction of sight 
distances or oncoming traffic. On the wide-lane road, there is no restriction of the pavement 
markings. On the three-lane road waiting for overtaking possibilities and overtaking 
manoeuvers take longer time than on the wide-lane road. Some reasons for that are that on the 
three-lane road, overtakers change lane and often overtake many vehicles at the same time 
and can overtake more smoothly. 

Winter maintenance is intensified on both road types. On the three-lane road the effects of 
rain or slippery conditions were minimal but during snowfalls the speeds were significantly 
lower than in good winter conditions. On the wide-lane road drivers' selection of vehicle 
position on the road was difficult because of snow. 



FOREWORD 

During the entire 1990s, cross section trials have been conducted in Finland with the purpose 
of determining the suitability of three-lane semi-motorways and wide-lane semi-motorways in 
Finnish conditions. Traffic flows and driver behaviour on the new cross sections have been 
studied in extensive follow-up studies. The effect of the cross sections on road maintenance 
and traffic safety, and the effects of weather and road conditions were also studied. The 
Finnish National Road Administration utilizes the results e.g. in their work towards better 
principles for road upgrading and in revisions of their guidelines. This publication presents an 
overview of the current experiences of three-lane semi-motorways and wide-lane semi- 
motorways. 

This summary was compiled by the traffic laboratory of the University of Technology, as 
ordered by the road and traffic technology unit of the Finnish National Road Administration. 
Contact person for the orderer was  Jorma Saarelainen, M.Sc  (Eng).  Responsible person at the 
traffic laboratory of Helsinki University of Technology was Professor Matti Pursula. The 
summary report was compiled by Ms  Heli Siimes, M.Sc.  (Eng).  The report is part of Project S 
12 Improvement solutions for main roads. 

Helsinki, July 1999 

Finnish National Road Administration 

Traffic and Road Engineering  
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INTRODUCTION 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Addressing the need for larger traffic flows and better service levels, new alternatives to 
traditional semi-motorways and roads with wide shoulders have been proposed. Three-lane 
roads and wide-lane roads were proposed. These new cross sections are a relatively 
inexpensive way to improve the fluency of traffic flow on semi-motorways that are not used 
heavily enough to be expanded into a motorway. 

The first three-lane semi-motorway in Finland was opened in the summer of 1991 on the 
 Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch of main road 4 (E75). In 1993, the three-lane semi-motorway test 

was expanded by including a new stretch of main road 4, between Lahti and  Heinola.  The 
first stretch of wide-lane semi-motorway was opened on main road 4 north of Oulu in the 
autumn of 1993, and the test was continued in 1995 on the stretch Lahti -Uusikylä  of main 
road 12. 

Traffic flows and driver behaviour on the new cross sections have been studied in extensive 
follow-up studies. The effect of the cross sections on road maintenance and traffic safety, and 
the effects of weather and road conditions were also studied. Research studies were 
implemented at the following institutions: the traffic laboratory of Helsinki University of 
Technology; the traffic and transport research area of the Technical Research centre of 
Finland  (VTF),  the traffic research unit of the Institution of psychology at the University of 
Helsinki, and the road and traffic laboratory of the University of Oulu. The  Häme  and Oulu 
road districts, the maintenance area of Ii, and the development centre (Traffic and Road 
Engineering), all of the Finnish National Road Administration, participated in the field 
measurements and in the processing of the measurements. 

This publication presents an overview of the tests on three-lane roads and wide-lane semi- 
motorways. This report is a compilation of the most important results, experiences from use, 
and observations. The results have been presented in greater detail in the original reports on 
the study (see the list of sources). The Finnish National Road Administration will publish 
separate reports on the safety of the test roads, and on experiences with these road types in 
other countries.  
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2 TEST ROADS 

2.1 	Three-lane roads 

The objective of the third - passing - lane is to improve the service level of a road that's 
subject to congestion. Earlier passing lanes were mainly built in steep and long uphill 
stretches, the objective being to minimise the negative effects on other traffic of vehicles that 
lose speed when going uphill. The first single passing lane in Finland was constructed in 
1972. The lane arrangement of the three-lane semi-motorway is such that the two outermost 
lanes of a semi-motorway are ordinary traffic lanes, one in each direction, and the middle lane 
is a passing lane, alternating in the use of vehicles going in either direction. No overtaking is 
allowed in the direction served by one lane only. 

Even after the renewal, the three-lane roads are still semi-motorways. The same special 
regulations for motorways that apply to ordinary semi-motorways, apply to three-lane semi- 
motorways as well. 

The three-lane semi-motorways studied were stretches of main road 4 (E75). The main study 
object was the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch, that has been the subject of extensive studies 
before and after the construction of the third lane. Less extensive measurements were made 
on the Lahti -Heinola  stretch for the purpose of comparing the three-lane semi-motorways with 
each other. The locations of the test roads are shown in Appendix 1, and their properties in 
Table 1. Figure 1 shows the alternation of the lanes at the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch, the 
cross section, and the start and end of the passing lanes. For safety reasons, an island with 
chevron markings is placed between the start and end points of the passing lanes. On the 
Lahti-Heinola  stretch, the length of the island with chevron markings at the start of the 
passing lanes is 100 metres. The end of the passing lane with road markings is shown in 
Figure 2, and Figure 3 shows the start of a passing lane at an interchange on the Lahti- 
Heinola  stretch, where passing lanes are also marked at interchanges. 

The signage of the three-lane semi-motorways is implemented using ordinary traffic signs and 
road markings. Traffic signs are used to indicate the starting point, length and ending point, 
prohibition of overtaking, and the distance to the beginning of the next passing lane (Figure 
4). 

The quality of the alignment of both three-lane semi-motorways is high: The average 
curvature is 9-17 gon!km, hilliness 5-8 mfkm, and sight distances 250-1900 m. The two-lane 
semi-motorway with wide shoulders was turned into a three-lane semi-motorway by 
increasing its width from 12.5 m to 13.0 m, altering the slope of the shoulders and by 
changing the road markings and traffic signs. 

As can be seen in Table 1, there are lots of prohibitions against overtaking on three-lane semi- 
motorways. On the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch, overtaking is prohibited on 70% of the road, 
on the Lahti-Heinola  stretch on more than 50%, respectively. On ordinary semi-motorways, 
the corresponding figure is typically approx. 10%. 

In 1996, the time was ripe for a repaving of the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch. At the same time 
the test involving a three-lane semi-motorway was terminated, and the road was converted 
back to a semi-motorway with wide shoulders. The traffic is now so heavy that the road will 
be rebuilt as a motorway. The motorway will be completed by the year 2000. 
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Table 1: Three-lane semi-inotorways. 

Main road 4  Järvenpää-  Main road 4 Lahti—Heinola 
Mäntsälä  

Converting the two-lane August 1991 Summer 1993 
semi-motorway into a (converted back to a semi- 
three-lane semi- motorway with wide 
motorway shoulders in 1996)  ________________________  
Length of the three-lane 20 km 26 km 
section 
Number of passing lanes 5 northward and 4 southward 7 northward and 7 southward 

(6 northward and 5 southward 
in the area studied) 

Length of the passing 1,0-1,7 km 1,0-2,7 
lanes 
Length of no passing 1,5-4,0 km 1 ,6-3,3 km 
sections 
Percentage of no passing approx.  70%  approx.  56% 
sections 
Grouping of passing No passing lanes at Passing lanes at intersections 
lanes intersections  
Speedlimit 100km/h 100km/h 
Widthofroadcross 13.Om 13.Om  
section 
Annual average Traffic 13,200  vehicles/d  (1992) 10,600  vehicles/d  (1994) 
per day ADT 13,200  vehicles/d  (1996) 10,800  vehicles/d  (1996) 
Hourly traffic per Daytime on workdays 200- 100-1500  veh/h  
direction 400  veh/h,  Friday outbound (1991995) 

1200-1800  veh/h  and Sunday 
return traffic 1000-1500  

______________________ veh/h  (1990-1992)  ________________________  
Distribution per Daytime on workdays  approx.  (estimated to be equal to the 
direction 50%  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch) 

Weekends 7 1-84% in the 
main direction 

Usage of passing lane' 0-40  %  

Percentage heavy Workdays 10-21% Workdays 13-19% 
vehicles In the weekend rush 3-9  %  In the weekend rush 4—i 1  %  

I Percentage of the entire traffic flow using the passing lane.  
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Configuration of the Finnish three-lane highway  

JARVENPAA 	HAARAJOKI 	 OHKOLA 	 HIRVIHAARA MÄNTSALÄ  E 
5.3 km 	 6.1 km 	 7.5 km 	 3.0 km  

< 	HELSINKI 
(south)  

LAI-4TI ______ 
 (north) 

Cross-Sections of three-lane and two-lane highway sections  

	

Jf 	1' 	1 

	

I 	I 	I 
1.25 m 3.75 m 	3.50 m 	3.25 m 1.25 m 

	

If 	I 
I 	II 

2.50 m 	3.75 m 	3.75 m 	2.50 m 

The end of two passing lanes 	Beginning of two passing lanes 

25: 25m 
!ZIIIi.. 	 IiIi..  

F 
6-  - 	 _____________  

The beginning of a passing lane 
downstream of an intersection 

200 m 

1< 	 >1  -==  

Fig. 1: Three-lane semi-motorway main road 4  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä.  
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Chevron  markin  

90m 	 SOm  

Fig. 2: Termination of passing lane on a three-lane semi-motorway and road markings. 

Fig. 3: Starting point of the passing lane following a no passing stretch at an interchange 
on the three-lane semi-motorway stretch of main road 4 Lahti -Heinola.  

if------- 

ILI11 	__  

1.0 km to the 

the passing lane 
beginning of  

$rl.1 iCm_j  

Fig. 4: Traffic signs for the three-lane road.  
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2.2 	Wide-lane roads 

The wide-lane road differs from an ordinary semi-motorway by its lane width, 5.25-5.5 m, 
and its narrow shoulders (1.0 m). Of the test roads examined, main road 12, on the stretch 
Lahti-Uusikylä,  had lanes 3.75 m wide, and shoulders 2.5 m wide before being converted into 
a wide-lane road. 

A wide-lane road improves the fluency of traffic flow, because a overtaking operation 
involving two cars can be performed without the overtaking vehicle having to cross the centre 
line. Wide lanes decrease the rutting of the pavement. Also the wide-lane roads were still 
semi-motorways after the change. 

The wide-lane roads studied were located north of Oulu, on the  Asemakylä-Räinänperä 
 stretch of main road 4, and on the Lahti-Uusikylä  stretch of main road 12. The study of the 

Lahti-Uusikylä  wide-lane road was mainly implemented on the Lahti -Nastola  stretch. The 
locations of the test roads are shown in Appendix 1. The properties of the test roads are 
presented in Table 2. Figure 5 shows how an ordinary semi-motorway is converted into a 
wide-lane road on ordinary stretches and at interchanges. The  Uusikylä  interchange at main 
road 12 is constructed according to the principle shown in Figure 5. 

A new wide-lane road will be opened in 1998 on the  Koskenkylä-Loviisa  stretch of main road 
7. The length of the stretch is 10 km (Appendix 1). 

Table 2: Wide-lane roads. 

Main road 4 Asemakylä— Main road 12 Lahti- 
Räinänperä  Uusikylä  

Converting the two-lane September 1993 Autumn 1995 
semi-motorway into a 
wide-lane semi- 
motorway __________________________ _________________________  
Length of the wide-lane 6 km 20 km 
road 
Speedlimit 100km/h 100km/h  
Width of the cross 12.5 m 13.0 m 
section of the road 
Lane width 5.25 m 5.50 m 
Annual average Traffic 5400  veh/d  (1993) 10,000  veh/d  (1996) 
per day ADT 5600  vehld  (1997) 10,400  vehld  (1997)  
_______________________ __________________________  on the Lahti—Nastola  stretch 
Average hourly traffic Daytime 140-240  veh/h  Daytime 260-330  veh/h  
per direction Nights 50-130  veh/h  Nights 100-120  vehTh 
_____________________  (1993-1994) (1996) 
Distribution per Approx.  50-50% day and 
direction __________________________  night 
Percentage heavy Daytime 10-14  %  Daytime 7-10% 
vehicles Nights 14-21  %  Nights 9-13%  
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Fig. 5: Changing the cross section of a semi-motorway into a wide-lane one.  
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2.3 	Follow-up and study methods 

Measurement and driving behaviour data were collected in the field using inductive loops and 
roadside apparatus and by driving along with the traffic flow. The three-lane semi-motorway 
was also studied using computer simulations. The most important research methods are listed 
in Table 3. Table 4 shows the magnitude of the studies. The studies were mainly implemented 
as before-after studies. An exception was the wide-lane road north of Oulu, whose reference 
stretch was situated south of the wide-lane road. 

In the studies, a 5 second headway has been used as a criterion for platooning. The first 
vehicle in a platoon was not included in the platoon. 

Table 3: Follow-up and study methods. 

Quantities studied Follow-up and study methods 

Spot speeds Measurements with traffic analysing devices 
Platoon lengths (JaRi2, lisakkil, PePil, DSL -1 and inductive 

Headways  loops sunk into or taped to the surface) and 
simulations (TRARR). 

Traffic volumes 
Traffic volumes Traffic monitoring system 
Congestion times  (TMS  measurement points). 
Number of overtakings Studies on the basis of the registration plates 
Travel speeds recorded on video and simulation (TRARR) 

Travel times 
Traffic volumes 
Overtaking behaviour Video recording 

Research vehicle (a measurement system, 
including a computer, a radar and a 
camcorder installed in a car) 

Conflicts at the ends of the Roadside camcorder 
passing lanes 
Breakdown of the traffic flow 
The position of vehicles Photocell system 
(distance from the centre line) Roadside camcorder 
Views on the new road types Roadside interviews 
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Table 4: Material used and time  offield  measurements. 

Study Time Reference 	road 	and Material used 
material 

Basic properties of the traffic Before measurements in June Semi-motorway with wide 252 hours of video tape at 12 
flow on a three-lane semi- and August-September 1990, shoulders before the locations, involving 207,000 vehicles, 
motorway. main road 4 and in May-June 1991. resurfacing, and a semi- and 895 hours of analyser  
Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  (FinnRA  After measurements in August- motorway with wide shoulders, measurements at 18 locations, 
reports 31/1994). September 1991, and in May- on the section  Mäntsälä-  involving 880,000 vehicles. 

June 1992.  Tuulihaija,  north of the stretch  
_________________________ ___________________________ swdied.  
Driving behaviour on a Before measurements in June Semi-motorway with wide Drives with the research car and video 
three-lane semi-motorway, 1991, and After measurements shoulders before the recordings. 
main road 4  Järvenpää-  in August-September 1991 resurfacing, and a semi- There were 265 interviewees in  Mhntsäiä (FinnRA  reports Interviews in September 1991 motorway with wide shoulders, September 1991 and 275 in May 1992. 
35/1994) and May 1992. Follow-up in on the  Mäntsälä-Tuulihaija  

May-June 1993. stretch, north of the stretch  
________________________ _________________________  studied 
Simulation of traffic flows 1991-1993 The results of the simulations Calibration simulations with generated 
on the two-and three-lane were compared with results vehicles and the results from the 
stretches of main road 4, from corresponding measurements as input information,  
Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  (HUT measurements from 1991 and and simulation runs for the various 
Traffic technology, 1992. types of three-lane semi-motorway. 
publication 80. 
The impact of weather and October 1991 -March 1992. Good winter conditions. Analyser measurements, weather 
road conditions on the traffic slippery road, snowfall, rainy information from the Institution of 
flow on three-lane road, winter conditions and good Meteorology and the road condition 
main road 4,  Järvenpää-  summer conditions. (Same data of the  FinnRA.  
Mäntsälä  (HUT, special speed limits in summer and 
thesis on traffic technology),  ___________________________  winter).  _________________________________  
Three-lane semi-motorways Measurements on the The two different three-lane From the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch 
dimensioned differently,  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch in arrangements were compared 12 hours of video tape, recorded at two 
main road 4,  Järvenpää-  1991-1992, and on the Lahti- with each other. measurement points (13921  veh.),  and  
Mäntsälä,  Lahti-Heinola Heinola  stretch in 1994-1995. 154  hof  analyser measurements 
(HUT, the traffic laboratory) (140291  veh.).  From the Lahti-Heinola  

stretch 9 hours of video tape, recorded 
at two measurement points (10586  
veh.),  and 96 h of analyser  

________________________ _________________________  measurements (87223  veh.).  
Wide-lane semi-motorway, September-December 1993 Semi-motorway with wide Four measurement points (two on the 
main road 4,  Asemakylä-  and June-July 1994 shoulders, on the  Kello-  wide-lane semi-motorway, and two on  
Räinänperä (FinnRA  reports  Asemakyla  stretch. the semi-motorway with wide 
43/1994)  _________________________ __________________________  shoulders. 
Overtaking behaviour on a Recording on videotape in Two-lane highway and three- Drives with the research car (259 
wide-lane road, main road 4, October 1993 lane semi-motorway (main  overtakings)  and recording on video  
Asemakylä-Räinänperä  Interviews in December 1993 road 4,  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä).  tape (266  overtakings).  195  
(FinnRA  reports 52/1994)  _________________________ __________________________  interviewees. 
Driving behaviour on a Before measurements in May- Two-lane highway, three-lane Drives with the research car (304 
wide-lane semi-motorway, June 1995 and After semi-motorway (main road 4,  overtakings  in 1995 and 420 
main road 12 Lahti -Uusikylä  measurements in June 1996.  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä),  and a  overtakings  in 1996) and recording on  
(FinnRA  reports 25/1997) wide-lane road (main road 4, video tape (746  overtakings  in 1995  
________________________ _________________________ Asemakylä-Räinanpera)  and 854  overtakings  in 1996). 
The properties of the traffic Before measurements in June Semi-motorway with wide Five measurement points (analyser at 
flows on an ordinary semi- 1995 and After measurements shoulders before the two, and camcorders in both directions 
motorway and one with wide in June 1996. resurfacing. at three). 
lanes, main road 12, Lahti - 
Uusikylä  (FinnRA  reports 
26/1997)  _________________________ _________________________ _______________________________ 
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3 THREE-LANE ROADS 

3.1 	Traffic flow 

3.1.1 Hypotheses 

Before the commencement of the studies, some assumptions were made regarding the effects 
of the passing lanes on the traffic flow, as compared with an ordinary semi-motorway. 

•  The number of overtakings will increase. This hypothesis is based upon the fact that 
passing lanes facilitate overtaking. However, the sections where overtaking is prohibited, 
between the passing lanes and at interchanges, decrease the number of overtakings. On 
three-lane semi-motorways, as opposite to the situation on normal two-lane roads, 
oncoming traffic does not influence the number of overtakings. The length of the passing 
lanes and that of the sections where overtaking is prohibited do, however, influence the 
result. 

•  The average travel speed increases. It is usually easier to maintain a certain travel 
speed on a three-lane semi-motorway, as overtaking is easier. Towards the end of passing 
lanes, disturbances may occur, particularly during rush hours, as slow and heavy vehicles 
move at speeds that are clearly slower than those of the rest of the traffic, and overtaking 
vehicles do not always have the time to return flexibly to the ordinary lane. 

• Platoomng  is less frequent, and the average length of platoons decreases. Platoons 
disintegrate on the passing lane sections, but platooning may actually increase on 
sections, where overtaking is prohibited. The total effect seems to be positive at small 
traffic flows, but platooning may increase at high traffic volumes. If platooning 
decreases, so does the average length of the platoons. 

•  Speeding occurs on the passing lanes. Drivers try to overtake as many vehicles as 
possible, and speeds may thus increase significantly. 

•  There is an optimum passing lane length. This hypothesis is based upon two opposite 
assumptions: the passing lane has positive effects on the traffic flow, and the 
simultaneous prohibition against overtaking for oncoming traffic has negative effects on 
the traffic flow. It is thus only natural that there is a situation of equilibrium, where the 
positive effects are as large as possible. It must be noted that the optimum seems to be 
dependent on traffic volume and distribution per direction. 

3.1.2 Number of overtakings 

As could be assumed, the number of overtakings has grown appreciably since the three-lane 
semi-motorways were taken into use. The number of overtakings in daytime traffic increased 
by 20-40%, and in the weekend rush it more than doubled. On the two-lane reference stretch, 

 Mäntsälä-Tuuliharja,  the number of overtakings in daytime southbound traffic decreased by 
25-50% after the completion of the three-lane stretch. In the traffic towards Lahti, overtaking 
increased by 25% in the autumn of 1991, and decreased by 15% in the spring of 1992, as 
compared with the before situation. In the weekend traffic, the number of overtakings 
decreased by 30-35%. The reason for the decreased number of overtakings in the northward 
bound traffic probably is that the need for overtaking was satisfied on the stretch providing 
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passing lanes. It is probable that drivers, when driving towards Helsinki, wait for a safe 
opportunity to overtake offered by the three-lane stretch. 

Generally speaking, heavy vehicles do not overtake other vehicles. Of the lighter vehicles, 
almost all overtook at least one other vehicle, less than 10% did not overtake any other 
vehicle on the three-lane stretch. The studies showed that the number of overtakings was 
greater on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch than on the Lahti -Heinola  stretch, as the traffic 
volume was heavier. However, calculations show that, on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  three-lane 
stretch, and at equal traffic volumes, 61% of the vehicles utilise their chance to overtake 
another vehicle, while the corresponding figure for the Lahti -Heinola  stretch is 65%. The 
reason for the larger percentage on the Lahti -Heinola  stretch is probably that the stretches 
where overtaking is prohibited are shorter on this stretch. 

The simulations, too, yielded the greatest number of overtakings and the shortest travel times, 
when allowing for passing lanes at interchanges. 

Traffic volume and overtaking rate 

Overtaking rates (the number of overtakings per unit of time and length) grew, along with the 
traffic volume. At very large traffic volumes (more than 1500  vehicles/hour/direction), the 
overtaking rate decreased, as it was not possible to perform all the intended overtakings. 
Overtaking rates are lower in the Sunday return traffic than in the Friday outbound traffic. 
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Fig. 6: Overtaking rate and traffic volume before and after the building of the third lane at 
the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch. 

Per kilometre of passing lane, more overtakings were made during the Friday outward rush 
hours than during the Sunday return rush hours. Both on Friday and Saturday overtaking was 
more frequent per kilometre of passing lane in the beginning of the three-lane road than 
towards the end. 
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Optimum length of the passing lane in simulations 

The length of the passing lane can be better analysed by simulation than by measurement in 
the field. Measurements showed that there was no difference in overtaking rate on short (1.22 
km and 1.25 km) and on long (1.7 km) passing lanes. 

In the simulations, both directions were studied simultaneously, taking into account the 
prohibition against overtaking imposed on the other direction. The results showed that the 
optimum length of the passing lane depended on the traffic volume. At small traffic volumes 
(both directions totalling approx. 500 vehlh, at a distribution per direction of approx. 50/50), 
overtaking per kilometre of passing lane, in comparison with a two-lane semi-motorway 
increased most heavily on passing lanes whose maximum length was 1.0 km. At traffic 
volumes of approx. 1000 veh/h (distribution per direction 65/35), the most efficient length of 
the passing lane was 1.5 km, and, at traffic volumes of approx. 2000 vehlh (distribution per 
direction 75/25), the most efficient length was 2.0 km. 

It can be stated in general terms that the optimum length of a passing lane was in the interval 
1.0 - 2.5 km. There was no distinct optimum length, as both the traffic volume and the 
efficiency parameter influenced the efficiency of the passing lane. E.g. travel times yielded 
optimum lengths that differed somewhat from those obtained using the overtaking rate 
parameter. In reality, the optimum length of the passing lane should be 1.0 -  1.5 km. It is true 
that longer passing lanes increase the number of overtakings and travel speeds, but the 
benefits gained are not significant compared to the averse effects caused by the prohibition 
against overtaking imposed on the opposite direction. 

3.1.3 Speeds 

Travel speeds 

On the Järvenpaä-Mäntsälä  three-lane stretch, following the construction of the three-lane 
semi-motorway, the average travel speed increased by 1-2 km/h at small traffic volumes, and 
by 4-5 km/h at large traffic volumes. Short disturbances of the traffic volume decreased travel 
speeds from time to time at large traffic volumes. At the stretch of normal semi-motorway to 
the north of the three lane stretch, the average travel speed of southbound traffic decreased by 
1-2 km/h at small traffic volumes, but increased by 4-6 km/h at large traffic volumes. For 
northbound traffic, the changes from the 'before' situation were small. Fig. 7 shows that 
travel speeds were on a slightly higher level on a three-lane semi-motorway than on an 
ordinary semi-motorway. 

The effects of the passing lanes on travel speeds at points before the beginning of the first 
passing lane and after the end of the last one were also studied. The results show that travel 
speeds did not change significantly on the stretch following the three-lane one. Measurements 
made before the beginning of the passing lanes indicate that fluctuations in the traffic volume 
have a smaller impact on travel speeds than before the lanes were built. From the results, the 
conclusion was made that drivers adjust their speed according to the traffic volume, and wait 
for the beginning of the passing lane. 
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Fig. 7: Average travel speeds at various traffic volumes before and after the building of the 
three-lane semi-motorway  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä.  

Examination of individual passing lanes showed that travel speeds are approx.  2-5 km/h 
higher on the passing lane than on stretches where overtaking is prohibited. However, the 
travel speeds of free vehicles (vehicles that are not in a platoon) were higher on stretches 
where overtaking is prohibited. One explanation to this is the fact that a long stretch where 
overtaking is prohibited is preceded by a section containing a passing lane. Vehicles drive 
into the three-lane stretch in a platoon, making the speed lower than at the end of the passing 
lane, where the platoons have been dispersed. 

A short passing lane (1.25 km) was compared to a longer one (1.70 km). The results show 
that travel speeds on the longer passing lane were significantly higher than those on the short 
passing lane. 

When making comparisons between the two types of solutions, it was noted that the average 
travel speeds at the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  and Lahti-Heinola  stretches were approximately 
equal at low traffic volumes (500 vehlh). When the traffic volume increased by 1000 veh/h, 
the travel speed decreased by 6-7 km/h on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch, and by 3-4 km/h 
on the Lahti-Heinola  stretch. The average travel speed on the Järvenpäa -Mäntsälä  and Lahti- 
Heinola  stretches was 90-100 km/h, and 95-100 km/h, respectively. 

Spot speeds 

Spot speeds were studied at several points along the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch before and 
after the building of the passing lanes. Speeds at the passing lane stretch were higher than 
those at the stretches where overtaking was prohibited. In simulations, the difference was as 
high as 17 km/h at all traffic volumes. Speeds on the passing lane were 0-25 km/h higher than 
those at the basic lane. 
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Fig. 8: Harmonic average of spot speeds at various traffic volumes before and after the 
building of the three-lane semi-motorway  Järvenpää-Mäntsäl/i  

Fig. 9 shows how the average speed varies on stretches with a passing lane and on stretches 
where overtaking is prohibited. Calculations made using simulations showed, that the effect 
of the speed that increased at the passing lane stretch had an average duration of 2.7 km at 
various traffic volumes. 

Studies also showed that speeds increased on the basic lane at each beginning of a passing 
lane. At least in part, the reason may be that the road feels wider, and, at the same time, safer 
at the point where the passing lane begins.  
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Fig. 9: Fluctuations in the harmonic average of spot speeds and the platoon percentage on 
the three-lane road at various traffic volumes.  
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3.1.4 Platooning 

Platoon percentage 

At the passing lane stretches, platoon percentages, i.e. the percentages of vehicles that were 
driven in platoons, were distinctly lower on the three-lane stretches than at two-lane 
interchanges or on the semi-motorway before the construction of the three-lane semi- 
motorway. The differences were especially clear at sections where the passing lane served 
northbound traffic. At long sections where overtaking was prohibited on the  Järvenpää- 
Mäntsälä  stretch, platoon percentages were as high as before the passing lanes were built, or 
they decreased a little at the beginning of a no-passing zone and increased towards the end of 
the zone. The platoon percentages on an ordinary semi-motorway were not changed 
appreciably by a preceding stretch of three-lane semi-motorway. Fig. 10 shows the platoon 
percentage as a function of the traffic volume. 
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Fig. 10: Average platoon percentage as a function of traffic volume before and after the 
building of the three-lane semi-motorway  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä.  

Fig. 9 shows the fluctuation of the platoon percentage on the three-lane road. As can bee seen 
from the figure, the platoon percentage and the spot speed obey nearly identical models. The 
platoon percentage is at its greatest just before the beginning of a passing lane. On the passing 
lane, the platoon percentage decreases, until it starts growing again, just before the end of the 
passing lane. The platoon percentage continuously grows until approx. 1.0 km from the end 
of the passing lane, at which distance the platoon percentage nearly is on the same level as 
before the beginning of the passing lane. 
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The platoon percentages were slightly lower on the three-lane semi-motorway on the stretch 
Lahti-Heinola  than on that on the stretch  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä.  The delay percentage was also 
slightly lower on the Lahti -Heinola  stretch. By delay percentages, the service level of the 
road was, on both three-lane semi-motorways, A-B at small (below 500 veh/h) and D-E at 
large (more than 1500 vehlh) traffic volumes. 

Length of the platoon 

Platoons were also shorter on sections with a passing lane than on two-lane interchanges or on 
the semi-motorway before the construction of the three-lane semi-motorway. Platoon lengths 
behaved approximately in the same manner as platoon percentages also on the sections on 
which overtaking was prohibited. 

On the Lahti-Heinola  stretch, platoons were a little shortert than on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä 
 stretch. At various traffic volumes, platoon lengths were, on an average, 1.0 - 14.6 vehicles 

and 1.1 - 13.0 vehicles on the Järvenpäa -Mäntsälä  and Lahti -Heinola  stretches, respectively. 
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Fig. 11: Average platoon length as  afunction  of traffic volume before and after the 
building of the three-lane semi-motorway  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä.  

3.1.5 Headways 

On the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch, headways most often, in 20.. .30% of all cases, were in the 
1.0 -  1.5 s bracket, both before and after the construction of the three-lane semi-motorway. 
On the passing lanes, the headways were most often 0.5  - 1.0 s. 
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On the two-lane sections of the three-lane road, at interchanges and on ordinary two-lane 
semi-motorways (before and after) the percentage of dangerously short headways was usually 
10 -  25%. On the three-lane sections, in the direction of the passing lane, less than 10% of all 
headways were shorter than one second on the basic lane, while the value for the passing lane 
was over 20%. There was no clear connection between the short headways and the traffic 
volume. 

3.2 	Driving behaviour and opinions 

3.2.1 Overtaking 

On a semi-motorway with wide shoulders, overtaking is more frequent, and it can be done 
with better safety than on an ordinary two-lane road. On a road with broad shoulders, the 
slower vehicle may give way by moving over to the shoulder and thus making overtaking 
easier. Finnish law does not require that the slower vehicle gives way by moving over to the 
shoulder, but allows such an action subject to certain conditions. This has led to situations in 
which some give way and others do not. At times, overtaking is attempted even if the sight 
distance is insufficient or approaching vehicles are too close. Both the overtaken vehicle and 
the oncoming traffic is then compelled to move over to the shoulder. On a three-lane road, 
overtaking is simpler and safer than on a two-lane semi-motorway with wide shoulders. On a 
three-lane road, overtaking is allowed only on the passing lanes. 

Studies showed that drivers do utilize the opportunity to make a long overtaking manoeuvre 
on the passing lane. On a three-lane semi-motorway more vehicles were overtaken per 
overtaking than on ordinary semi-motorways. Per 1000 metres of passing lane, there was time 
to overtake 6 vehicles, if the vehicles that were overtaken were going 80 km/h, and 4.5  
overtakings, if they were going 90 km/h. Measured by duration and length alike, overtakings 
were much longer on a three-lane than on an ordinary two-lane semi-motorway. Speeds do 
not seem to increase on a three-lane semi-motorway, as there did not seem to be any 
significant difference between the speeds used by overtaking vehicles on either type of road. 
The construction of the three-lane semi-motorway also did not seem to affect overtaking 
behaviour on the two-lane semi-motorway following the three-lane one. Approximately 
similar opportunities for overtaking were taken both before and after the construction of the 
three-lane semi-motorway. 

3.2.2 Conflicts 

The drivers returning to the traffic stream at the end of the passing lanes did not greatly 
disturb the traffic stream in the basic lane, and the situation remained approximately equal as 
the traffic volume increased. In a few cases only, the overtaking vehicle and the vehicles 
immediately behind the overtaking vehicle had to apply their brakes due to the return of the 
overtaking vehicle. The braking did not have any far-reaching impact on the traffic stream. 

During the measurements, traffic did slow down appreciably, crawl or even break down 
totally to a stop on the three-lane semi-motorway. This was not normally caused by cars 
entering the road at interchanges. A few breakdowns caused by heavy or oddly behaving 
vehicles entering the road at an interchange, or by a congestion at the end of a passing lane 
did occur. 
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The studies showed that the traffic flow became congested on the longest section of the 
 Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  three-lane motorway on which overtaking was not allowed (4 km). 

Congestion usually appeared at heavy traffic volumes, and once one has happened, it took 
quite a while to clear, the reason being that for several hours, more cars arrived at the test 
stretch than the capacity of the congested road would have allowed. 

The three-lane semi-motorway did not bring much relief to the summer weekend rush traffic. 
The capacity of the road did not increase at all. During rush hours, traffic flow was impeded 
by vehicles returning from the passing lane to the main stream, this causing a seesaw 
movement. The biggest flow observed, based on a 15 minute observation period, was 2000 
vehicles/hour/direction. The biggest traffic volumes, noted over one whole hour during the 

 TMS  follow-up in 1992 -  1995, were approx. 1700 vehicles/hour/direction. 

3.2.3 Interviews and other opinions 

According to roadside interviews on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch made in 1991 and 1992, 
the great majority of drivers (more than 80%) found the three-lane semi-motorway superior to 
an ordinary semi-motorway. Part of the interviewed drivers found part of the passing lanes 
too short. In an interview made one month after the inauguration of the road, drivers also 
doubted the visibility of the road markings in winter conditions. In an interview nine months, 
including one winter season, after the inauguration, drivers still referred to the winter 
visibility of road markings as a deficiency. 

The majority of the opinions expressed on the three-lane semi-motorway were, however, 
positive, and the opinions had not changed significantly over time. More than 60% of all 
drivers found the length of the passing lanes suitable, and 30% thought that part of the 
passing lanes were too short. Approx. half of all drivers were satisfied with the speed limit of 
the three-lane motorway (100 km/h), and more than 40% felt that it could be 110-120 km/h. It 
should be well noted that approx. 70% of the drivers felt the three-lane road to be a good 
model for the entire network of main roads. 

A few serious accidents involving meeting and driving off the road happened during slippery 
autumn and winter conditions. Due to these, the road experiment was even regarded as 
dangerous in some newspapers. The long stretches of no overtaking at interchanges and rest 
areas were also criticised. The experiment with the three-lane semi-motorway was terminated 
in 1996, and the road was converted back into a normal semi-motorway with wide shoulders. 
In an interview made during the same year, 62% of all drivers held the semi-motorway with 
wide shoulders as a solution inferior to the former three-lane semi-motorway. Approx. 10% of 
all drivers deemed the alternatives to be equally good, and only 21% thought the semi- 
motorway with wide shoulders the better solution. 
Some interviewees thought that the shoulders of a three-lane road should have been wider, 
allowing vehicles to stop on the shoulder, without partly intruding on the lane. E.g. the 
maintenance of traffic signs unnecessarily disturbs the traffic, and police cannot have vehicles 
stop on the narrow shoulders. The police has requested the construction of separate roadside 
stopping areas, to which stopped vehicles can be safely guided for inspection. The stopping 
place Ohkola was built on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch for the control of southbound 
traffic. The face-to-face ending of opposite passing lanes was seen as unsafe. The 500 m zone 
with chevron marking between opposite passing lane could be deadly short, if an error of 
judgement is made in connection with a overtaking manoeuvre. 
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3.3 	Winter maintenance and the impact of the road conditions 

The three-lane road was subject to intensified winter maintenance in order to keep road 
markings and traffic signs visible and to make it clear even in adverse conditions whether 
overtaking is allowed or not. It has been calculated at the maintenance area of  Mäntsälä  that 
the winter maintenance of a two-lane semi-motorway costs approx. ElM 18.000 1km/a, and 
that of a three-lane one approx. ElM  25.000  1km/a. The bigger cost for the three-lane semi- 
motorway is the fact that a pair of snow plough tnicks is used, just as when ploughing snow 
from motorways. On the three-lane motorway, there were also 50 large traffic signs in excess 
of the amount used on a normal semi-motorway, and snow and mud had to be cleared from 
these, too. The application of salt did not increase significantly on the three-lane semi- 
motorway. The passing lanes required greater amounts of salt, as the traffic load was lighter. 

At the Lahti maintenance area, however, it was estimated that the amount of salting required 
by a three-lane semi-motorway exceeds that required of an ordinary semi-motorway by 
approx. 25%. Despite the intensified winter maintenance, the visibility of the passing lane 
markings is at times poor in wintertime. 

On the Jarvenpaa-Mäntsälä  stretch of three-lane semi-motorway, the influence on weather and 
road conditions on traffic flow, and, in particular, speeds, was studied. The study differs from 
previous traffic flow studies by, among others, the fact that traffic volumes are smaller during 
the winter than during the summer. Especially the traffic volume during the weekend rushes 
was lighter. Wintry weather and road conditions are also very different from summer 
conditions in spite of the intensified winter maintenance. 

In good weather and road conditions, the average spot speed at a certain point is nearly the 
same in the winter as in the summer. During the winter, rain and slippery conditions had little 
effect on the speeds, but they were significantly decreased during snowfall. Daytime average 
speeds on the passing lane were 0 - 25 km/h higher than those on the basic lane. At small 
volumes and at night, the difference was 0-35 km/h. 

Less than 25% of all vehicles use the passing lane, when traffic is light (less than 500 
vehlh/direction). As traffic volumes increase, so does the use of the passing lane. The weather 
and road conditions hardly had any influence on the use of the passing lane. 

Both in daylight and night conditions, the platoon percentage was significantly smaller on the 
passing lane sections than on the sections where overtaking was prohibited. In slippery 
conditions, the platoon percentage is slightly less than in other weather- and road conditions. 
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4 WIDE-LANE ROADS 

4.1 	Traffic flow 

4.1.1 Hypotheses and theses 

The following assumptions are made concerning the serviceability of wide-lane roads: 

 •  The number of  overtakings  will increase;  

•  The average travel speed and spot speed will increase;  

•  The platoon percentage and the platoon length will decrease.  

•  On a wide-lane road, the vehicles are at a greater distance from each other, which should 
decrease the number of meeting accidents.  

•  The surface should be worn more evenly, and rutting should be less pronounced, as the 
vehicles are not as strongly compelled to use the same track as when driving on a normal 
road. 

There were also prejudices:  

•  The wide-lane roads will cause new danger situations, as there is no driving tradition to be 
applied on broad  trafflcways.  

Overtaking will be made impossible by vehicles keeping close to the centreline. 

4.1.2 Number of  overtakings  

The number of active  overtakings, i.e.  vehicles overtaken per vehicle, and the overtaking rate 
of an individual vehicle in heavy weekend afternoon traffic at the wide-lane semi-motorway 
on the Lahti-Uusikylä  stretch of main road 12, was at least twice as high as on an ordinary 
semi-motorway. In daytime traffic, the increase varied between 30 and 100%, depending on 
the direction. In afternoon traffic, the overtaking rate of the traffic flow at the wide-lane semi- 
motorway was three to five times, and in daytime traffic no more than double that on an 
ordinary motorway, depending on the direction examined. 

More than 90% of all overtaking vehicles were cars. On the wide-lane road, especially truck 
and cars towing a trailer were overtaken more frequently than on ordinary semi-motorways. 

4.1.3 Speeds 

Travel speeds 

Travel speeds were studied on main road 12 on the Lahti -Nastola  stretch. The results show 
that, immediately upon the construction of the wide-lane road, the travel speeds increased 
over those measured at ordinary semi-motorways The changes are presented in Table 5. The 
travel speeds of cars and vans increased by 3-4 km/h, and that of trucks and coaches by 

 approx.  1 km/h.  
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Table 5: Travel speeds per direction on ordinary and wide-lane semi-motorway on the 
Lahti-Nastola  stretch of main road 12. 

_______________  

Travel speed (km/h) 
Ordinary semi- 

motorway 
Wide-lane semi- 

motorway 
Eastward Westward Eastward Westward 

Afternoon rush 93,1 90,6 98,0 95,1 
Daytime traffic 93,9 89,9 95,6 94,1 
Total 93,4 90,3 97.0 94,6 

Spot speeds 

On main road 4, at the  Asemakylä-Räinänperä  stretch, on the wide-lane road, travel speeds 
exceeded those measured on the normal semi-motorway by 2-3 km/h in the summer, and by 1 
km/h in the winter. The average night-time speed on the wide-lane stretch was 0.1  -  1.5 km/h 
higher than on the ordinary semi-motorway. 

On main road 12, on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch it was noted, that the driving speeds increased 
by 3  -  5 km/h for cars and vans, and 1  -  3 km/h for lorries and buses, after the construction of 
the wide-lane semi-motorway. The average speeds are presented in Table 6. The traffic 
volume was  approx.  300  vehicles/h  in the direction examined. 

Table 6: The arithmetical speed averages on ordinary and wide-lane semi-motorway at 
main road 12 per direction and measurement point per measurement period. 

Measurement period 
____________________ 

Direction 
_________  

Average speeds (km/h) 
Kujala Vifiähde 

Light Heavy Light Heavy 
Early June 
Ordinary semi-motorway 

Eastward 
Westward 

94,3 
93,5 

77,8 
84,1 

96,6 
95,4 

85,3 
85,0 

Midsummer week 
Ordinary semi-motorway 

Eastward 
Westward 

94,9 
93,1 

79,2 
83,7 

97,1 
96,2 

85,5 
84,5 

Early June 
Wide-lane semi-motorway 

Eastward 
Westward 

98,5 
97,6 

80,7 
85,4 

100,8 
100,1 

86,0 
86,1 

Midsummer week 
Wide-lane semi-motorway 

Eastward 
Westward 

98,1 
98,0 

80,3 
85,3 

101,0 
101,5 

86,3 
87,2 

The average speed of vehicles driving in platoons increased more on the wide-lane semi- 
motorway than that of free vehicles. On the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch, the increase for vehicles in 
platoons was 3-6 km/h, and for free vehicles 2-4 km/h. On an ordinary semi-motorway, the 
average speed of free vehicles exceeded that of vehicles in platoons by 4-7 km/h, on the wide- 
lane semi-motorway by 2-5 km/h. 

On the  Asemakylä-Räinänperä  stretch, the choice of speed was freer on the wide-lane semi- 
motorway than on an ordinary semi-motorway. This was demonstrated by the fact that the 
mean deviation of the speed of all vehicles was 0.5  kmlh  higher on the wide-lane stretch, both 
daytime and night-time. On the Lahti-Uusikylä  stretch there is no significant difference 
between the mean deviation of driving speeds of all vehicles on the two road types. Due to 
speeding, the mean deviations of the speeds of light vehicles are usually greater than those of 
heavy vehicles.  
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On the Asemakylä-Räinänperä stretch of wide-lane road, the average speed decreased by 15-
19 kirilh as traffic volumes increased by 1000 vehicles/h. On the reference road, the ordinary 
semi-motorway, the average speed decreased by 20 - 26 km/h at 1000 vehicles/h. On the 
wide-lane semi-motorway, speeds were maintained at a higher level than on an ordinary semi- 
motorway also at great traffic volumes. 

The v85  speeds (the speed exceeded by 15% of all drivers) were greater than the speed limit at 
the wide-lane road on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch. 

4.1.4 Platooning 

Platoon percentage 

Platoon percentages were usually smaller on a wide-lane road than on a ordinary semi- 
motorway. During the rush hours, 52-60% of all drivers drove in a platoon on the normal 
semi-motorway, and 49-57% on the wide-lane semi-motorway on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch, 
respectively. It was furthermore observed on the Asemakylä-Räinänperä stretch that the 
platoon percentage decreases in the summer by 2-4% on the wide-lane stretch compared to 
the ordinary motorway. In the winter the platoon percentages were equal. 

Length of the platoon 

The portion of short platoons of vehicles increased after the construction of the wide-lane 
road on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch. The average platoon lengths were 1.6 - 2.1 vehicles on the 
wide-lane road, and 2.4 - 2.6 vehicles on the ordinary semi-motorway. 

On the stretch Asemakylä-Räinänperä, no significant differences in the average length or 
mean deviation of vehicle platoons were noted. 

4.1.5 Headways 

The proportion of short headways (0-1 s) of all headways in a platoon was much greater on 
the wide-lane road on the Lahti-Uusikylä  stretch than on the ordinary semi-motorway (Fig. 
12). Overtaking was frequent, and drivers were awaiting opportunities at a very short distance 
from the preceding vehicle, as overtaking on the wide-lane road was an easy task, and the 
oncoming traffic's lane was needed mainly when overtaking heavy vehicles. On the semi- 
motorway, before it was changed into a wide-lane semi-motorway, the proportion of short 
headways was less than 10%. On the wide-lane semi-motorway, the proportion varied in the 
interval 17-28%. The most frequent headway on both road types was 1-2 s. 
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Fig. 12: Percentage of  headways  of vehicles driving in a platoon per direction, on an ordinary 

and wide-lane semi-motorway. 

4.2 	Driving behaviour and opinions 

4.2.1 Overtaking 

It seems to be typical of a wide-lane semi-motorway that overtaking is performed as a flying 
one, without any decrease of the speed, when closing in on the other vehicle. A great part of 
the overtaking vehicles do not move over to the lane of the oncoming traffic, and most of the 
vehicles being overtaken move to their right in order to make overtaking easier. Regarding 
the giving of way, the wide-lane road seems to be a much more clear-cut solution than the 
ordinary semi-motorway, on whose usage of giving way and the right of giving way Finns still 
seem to have a rather mixed knowledge. 

According to the follow-up on driving behaviour, the widening of the lane and the narrowing 
of the shoulder clearly changes the overtaking behaviour. On the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch, the 
average time span between the vehicle to be overtaken and the next oncoming vehicle,  i.e.  the 
time needed for overtaking, was shortened from 17 to 11 seconds. Drivers accepted as short 
opportunities for overtaking on the  Asemakylä-Räinänperä  stretch as well, even if there, 
during low traffic volumes, rather frequently occurred longer  headways  without the passer 
having to wait too long behind the research vehicle. 

The average time spent on the oncoming traffic's lane was shortened to 4.3 seconds from the 
former value of 7.4 seconds, and the safety margin after the completed overtaking shortened 
from 5.3 to 2.6 seconds on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch. The safety margin is the time elapsing 
from the time the overtaking vehicle has returned to its own lane to the moment it encounters 
the next oncoming vehicle. On the wide-lane road, some 35% of the overtaking vehicles did 
not return to their own lane before meeting the oncoming vehicle. The wider lanes also had 
the consequence that, on the wide-lane road, some 20% of the overtaking vehicles at the 
Lahti-Uusikylä  stretch and 14-15% of those at the  Asemakylä-Räinänperä  stretch were side 
by side with the vehicle to be overtaken when meeting the oncoming vehicle. On a semi- 
motorway with wide shoulders, this happened only in 5% of the cases. 
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The widening of the lane also became evident as a better service level of the road; the time 
required for a overtaking opportunity to appear was shortened from 13 seconds to 6 seconds, 
on an average. This shortened overtaking time is due to the fact that on a wide-lane road a 
much greater number of drivers overtake other vehicles without clearly moving over to the 
lane of the oncoming traffic as on a normal semi-motorway. On the Asemakylä-Räinänperä 
stretch 21-39% and on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch 21-22% of the overtaking vehicles remained 
entirely on their own lane without moving over to the oncoming traffic's lane, if the vehicle to 
be overtaken used the right-hand edge of the lane. 

Fig. 13 shows the time spent on the various road alternatives by overtaking vehicles behind 
the study vehicle before making the attempt, and Fig. 14. the cumulative percentages of the 
overtaking times, as measured from overtakings on various roads by the study vehicle. On the 
wide-lane semi-motorways of main road 12 (Lahti -Uusikylä)  and main road 4 (Asemakylä-
Räinänperä), the vehicle to be overtaken, i.e. the car making the measurements, was driving 
along the edge of its own lane; on the ordinary semi-motorway of main road 4 it spent part of 
the time in the middle of its own lane, part on the edge, and on other roads it drove in the 
middle of its own lane. The figures show that the time spent behind the measurement car was 
nearly tenfold, and the time spent on overtaking was approximately threefold on a three-lane 
road compared to the situation on a wide-lane road. The reason for the longer waiting time on 
a three-lane road is probably the fact that the long sections where overtaking is prohibited 
require longer waits for overtaking opportunities than on a wide-lane road. The overtaking 
time is lengthened by, among other factors, that, once a vehicle has gone over to the passing 
lane, it passes a number of vehicles, and the overtaking is performed in a more leisurely 
manner. Traffic volumes were also much higher on the three-lane road than on the wide-lane 
road. 

4.2.2 The location of the vehicles on the cross-section 

In measurements made during the summer season, it was noted on the Asemakylä-Räinänperä 
stretch that the average distance between the left tire and the centre line of the road was 
approximately the same both on the wide-lane road and on the normal semi-motorway, but the 
mean deviation was almost double on the wide-lane stretch. This shows that drivers exercised 
greater freedom when selecting their lateral position on the wide-lane stretch. The 
distributions of the location of the left tire are presented in Fig. 15. 

On the Lahti-Uusikylä  stretch, however, it was noted that the wider lane influenced the lateral 
positioning of the vehicles. On straights, vehicles on the wide-lane road kept on an average 
1.2 metres farther from the centre line of the road than on a semi-motorway with wide 
shoulders. The number of cars that moved more than half of their vehicle width over to the 
lane of the oncoming traffic during overtaking manoeuvres was reduced from 91% to 41%, 
and the number of vehicles that did not leave their own lane at all increased from 2% to 22%. 

On the wide-lane stretch Lahti -Uusikylä,  96%, and on the stretch Asemakylä-Räinänperä 77% 
of the vehicles that were overtaken kept to the edge of their lane. On the semi-motorway with 
wide shoulders, only 34% of the vehicles that were overtaken kept to the edge of their lane. 
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Fig. 13.-  The time that passers waited behind the research car before they overtook it on 
different roads. 
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Fig. 14.- The cumulative percentage curves of overtakings measured by the research car on 
dfferent roads. 
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Fig. 15: Location distributions for the left tire of vehicles on various road sections, based on 
measurements with a prism. 

4.2.3 Interviews and other opinions 

Of the interviewees 78% thought the wide-lane road a better solution than an ordinary semi- 
motorway. More than 30% of drivers thought that the speed limit on a wide-lane semi- 
motorway or on a three-lane semi-motorway could be as high as 120 km/h. 

In the same interview, drivers most frequently mentioned the following deficiencies: the road 
should be wider still, the ploughing of snow in the winter season was insufficient, drivers did 
not know how to drive on the new road, there should have been more signal indications, in the 
winter season there was no benefit from the road, because one was afraid to use the middle 
section of the road. 

According to an observation made by the  Tekniikan Maailma  magazine, wide-lane roads 
transfer the responsibility for the safety of the overtaking to the driver of the oncoming 
vehicle: It is impossible to overtake wide, heavy vehicles without crossing the centre line. 
Notwithstanding, vehicles are overtaken in almost any situation, and the oncoming traffic 
must meekly give way by steering to their right, because they do not really have any options. 
The problem is the same as on semi-motorways with wide shoulders. 

According to the police and the road district, a driving culture was achieved surprisingly 
quickly on the wide roads. The traffic police of Lahti have just praise for the behaviour of 
drivers on the wide-lane road. When there is no snow, drivers have the courage to keep to the 
right, and the overtaking vehicle can thus overtake without having to cross the centre line. 
When there was snow on the road, the wide lanes did not function in the desired manner. 
Then the only vehicle path appeared close to the centre line. The most pessimistic 
expectations concerning overtaking crashes did not materialise. The police would also have 
wanted roadside instructions in English and Russian, as foreign drivers do not keep enough to 
their right on wide-lane roads. 

The wide-lane semi-motorway between Lahti and  Uusikylä  works very well at the present 
traffic volumes. The average daily traffic volume is 10400  veh/d,  and the maximum flow per  
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hour approx. 1200 vehicles. One might surmise that the capacity of the road is clearly larger. 
If a dense platoon is formed on a wide-lane road, overtaking causes problems, as overtaking 
vehicles cannot find a place in the platoon. 

The wide-lane road seems to have distinct advantages, particularly regarding capacity, over 
the three-lane road and a normal semi-motorway with wide shoulders. The fact that the road 
does not inherently invite any particular driving behaviour that would be easily foreseeable, is 
a problem with the wide-lane road. Viewed on the spot, traffic tend to look slightly chaotic at 
greater traffic volumes, as part of the drivers overtake other vehicles in nearly total disregard 
of oncoming vehicles. It is not always easy to anticipate what an oncoming platoon will do, 
when it is spread out over the entire width of the oncoming traffic's lane - part of the drivers 
are overtaking other vehicles or waiting for an opportunity to do so, while others keep well to 
their right, close to the edge of the lane. 

4.3 	Winter maintenance and the impact of the road conditions 

During the winter season 1993-1994, the wide-lane semi-motorway on the Asemakylä-
Räinänperä stretch did not work quite as intended all the time, as the choice of lateral position 
was made appreciably harder by snow drifts. However, the traffic volume during the winter 
was as low as 4000 vehicles/day, so there were no platoons nor any great need for overtaking 
other vehicles. No traffic studies were performed on the Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch during the 
winter. 

Both the wide-lane road and the ordinary semi-motorway were maintained using identical 
working methods. The wide-lane road was ploughed and planed only slightly more frequently 
than the ordinary semi-motorway. During the first winter of the experiment, the cost of 
slipperiness fighting (application of salt) were estimated to be approx.  50% above those for 
the normal stretch, and, taken as a whole, winter maintenance costs were estimated to rise by 
10%. Expressed in money, the increase of costs on the wide-lane section was some 10000 
FIM, i.e. 1500 FIM/km. 

On the basis of the experiences from the first winter season, it was decided to increase the 
application of salt in order to decrease the occurrence of packed snow along the centre line of 
the road. It was estimated that the cost of the winter maintenance then would be 15-20% 
higher than for a normal semi-motorway. In practice, the fight against slippery road surfaces 
is conducted using the same methods as during the first winter season; labour costs exceed 
those for a normal semi-motorway by 40%, and the entire winter maintenance is 10% more 
expensive, respectively. 

It was estimated that the application of salt on the wide-lane Lahti -Uusikylä  stretch exceeded 
that on a normal semi-motorway by 10-20%. The need for planing on the Lahti -Uusikylä 

 wide-lane road was just half of that on the normal semi-motorway, as the wide lanes and the 
sufficient traffic volume prevented the accumulation of packed snow at the edges. There was, 
however a slightly greater accumulation of packed snow along the centre of the road. 

Snow is cleared from the Lahti -Uusikylä  wide-lane road using two plough lorries, the one 
following the other. One vehicle is equipped with a salt-spreader that can be turned on if 
necessary, and the other with a chassis mounted blade. One lorry is equipped with a double- 
blade turnable plough, which is eminently suited for the ploughing of ramps. According to the 
drivers, no snowdrifts were left between the wide lanes. The ploughing of a wide-lane semi- 
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motorway was felt to be safer than that of a normal or a three-lane semi-motorway, as the 
entire plough can be kept within the lane to be cleared. The working width of the ploughs 
used was 4.6 -  5.0 metres. 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the tests suggest that both three-lane roads and wide-lane roads, on the basis of 
studies on traffic volumes and driving behaviour, are better solutions than ordinary two-lane 
semi-motorways with wide shoulders. Safety, however, is the main concern relating to the 
new road types. If safety does not cause problems, three-lane and wide-lane roads are good 
solutions. The roads have still been used for a very short time, and only longer-term follow-up 
yields reliable results. A separate report will be published on the safety of the test roads. 

It cannot be inferred conclusively from these studies, which road type is the better one, the 
three-lane or the wide-lane road. The results are not directly comparable, as traffic volumes 
on the test roads were very different. Neither are the headways and the platoon percentages 
measured comparable, because, in the case of the three-lane road, they were first calculated 
for the passing lane and the basic lane, and then added. On the wide-lane road, the headways 
were calculated for one broad lane. 

It is, however, possible to make some conclusions: It is safe to overtake other vehicles on a 
three-lane road, because oncoming traffic does not influence the overtaking process. Of the 
two types of three-lane semi-motorway, the one with passing lanes also at interchanges is the 
better solution. On the wide-lane road, overtaking is not regulated by road markings, but here 
oncoming traffic does influence overtaking. On a three-lane road, the overtaking vehicle has 
to wait longer for a chance to overtake other vehicles, and overtaking is more time-consuming 
than on a wide-lane road. The longer duration of each overtaking can be explained by the fact 
that many vehicles are frequently overtaken during one overtaking, and that there is no need 
to hurry back to the basic lane. 

On a wide-lane semi-motorway, a significantly larger portion of the overtaking vehicles 
overtake other vehicles without clearly steering over to the oncoming traffic's lane than on an 
ordinary semi-motorway, or the time spent on the oncoming traffic's lane is significantly 
reduced. Overtakings without driving off the proper lane increased from 2% to 22%. Of the 
vehicles that were overtaken on a wide-lane road, 77-96% were using the right-hand edge of 
their lane, on an ordinary semi-motorway the figure was 34%. The safety time at the end of 
the overtaking was shorter on a wide-lane road than on an ordinary semi-motorway. 

The number of overtakings increased significantly on both road types: 20-100% on a three- 
lane road and 30-100% on a wide-lane road. Travel speeds increased, on an average, by 1-5 
km/h on the three-lane road and by 1-4 kin/h on the wide-lane road. On both road types, 
platooning decreased, and the average lengths of the platoons were decreased compared to an 
ordinary semi-motorway with wide shoulders. Also in other respects the test roads seemed to 
be working very well, and the horror scenarios painted in the press did not come true. 

When studying the optimum length of the passing lane, it was found to vary in the headway 
1.0 -  2.5 km, depending on the parameter examined. In reality, the optimum length of the 
passing lane should be 1.0 -  1.5 km. The benefit of longer passing lanes compared to the 
disadvantages they cause oncoming traffic is no longer significant. 
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In roadside interviews more than 80% of all drivers preferred the Järvenpaa -Mäntsälä  three- 
lane semi-motorway over an ordinary semi-motorway in the beginning stages of the 
experiment. In 1996, after the termination of the experiment, 62% still said that a three-lane 
semi-motorway would have been a better solution than the ordinary semi-motorway that 
replaced it. 78% of all drivers thought that the wide-lane semi-motorway was better than an 
ordinary semi-motorway. The police was also satisfied with the new road types. A driving 
culture developed much faster than expected on the new roads 

The narrow shoulders were noted as weaknesses of both new road types. In winter conditions 
it was noted that the wide-lane road did not perform in the expected manner due to packed 
snow. During the winter, rain and slippery conditions had little effect on the speeds used on 
the three-lane road, but they were significantly decreased during snowfall. The visibility of 
the road markings of the three-lane road was not perfect in wintertime. Part of the drivers felt 
that the shortest passing lanes and the 500-metre long chevron marking between the ends of 
opposite passing lanes were problematic. On wide-lane roads, part of the drivers felt that the 
lanes still were too narrow, and the ploughing of the snow insufficient. Further instruction in 
Finnish, English and Russian was also requested, as people did not always know how to drive 
properly on a wide-lane road. 

According to the studies, the fluency of the traffic flow can be improved using both road 
types. Both road types seem to be working well during "normal traffic". The capacity of the 
three-lane semi-motorway is equal to that of an ordinary semi-motorway. The capacity of a 
wide-lane semi-motorway is probably bigger. Traffic on the  Järvenpää-Mäntsälä  stretch has 
increased so much that it exceeds the capacity of the road at rush hours. The experiment with 
the three-lane semi-motorway has been terminated, and the road will be reconstructed as a 
motorway all the way to Lahti by the year 2000. 
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Locations of the test stretches, and of the new wide-lane semi-motorway 
on the  Koskenkylä -Loviisa  stretch of highway 7, opened in 1998.  

Three-lane road 
Wide-lane road 	•uI11u1. 
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